


Borghese Palace, 

Florence. Elegance

and splendor are the

main features of the

Monumental Gallery 

of the Palace. 

On January 29th 2016,

in this sumptuous

place, will take place

the awarding 

ceremony. Borghese Palace - Florence - Italy



I
n the heart of the ancient Florence,

near “Piazza del Duomo” and “Piazza

delle Signorie”, Borghese Palace is

one of the most significative example of

Neo-classic architecture of the state ca-

pital, Florence. Even if its facade is maje-

stic, this palace could seem hidden by

the strict road. But once you come in, the

beauty and the elegance are dazzling: the

large honour salon brings to the Mirrors’

Room , that was the bedroom of Paolina

Bonaparte. The last restoration of 1994

brought the palace to its original beauty,

and it has also been provided of all the

necessary comfort to become a presti-

gious place for meetings and events.

Borghese Palace has been built in just

six months in 1821, including the Neo-

classic buildings already existing, basing

on the project of Gaetano Baccani made

for the Prince Camillo Borghese. It is the

location of the Borghese Club, and at the

noble floor, of the “Stampa’’. The external

part of the building is characterized by a

painted tabernacle that show a holy vir-

gin with child, by Giuseppe Bezzuoli,

and, in front of it we can see the Saint

Procopio Church, straight form the III

century, that still isn’t officiate. 



Florence is one of the most beautiful city

of the world, able to give to its visitors

unforgettable emotions, and now it will

host the “International Prize Leonardo

Da Vinci - The universal Artist’’. The pre-

stigioius award, will be given to those ar-

tists who stood out for their artistic and

stylistic research. 

For the occasion will be selected, by Sal-

vatore and Francesco Saverio Russo,

some of the best international and con-

temporary artists.

The artist will receive the book “A mi-

stery called Gioconda”, by Francesco

Saverio Russo, a tale that shows the real

identity of the woman with the most

enigmatic smile of the world. 

The award is a right symbol for an im-

portant artistic career. 

During the awarding ceremony the orga-

nizators of the event and importan per-

sonalities from the world of art and

culture, will occurr. 

Art makes free to express

your self and spread your

emotions.



TO ALL THE ADMITTED ARTISTS:

-A page on the art magazine “Art International Contemporary

Magazine” into a piece dedicated to Leonardo Da Vinci’s artistic ta-

lent

-Publication into a 1/4 of a page of the catalog “International Prize

Leonardo Da Vinci - The Universal Artist’’.- 

-Precious name plate of the “International Prize Leonardo Da Vinci

- The Universal Artist”.

-A copy of the book “A mistery called Gioconda’’.

-Two copies of the art magazine “Art International Contemporary”

- A copy of the catalog ‘’International Prize Leonardo Da Vinci”

ART INTERNATIONAL 

CONTEMPORARY -The new bimonthly

magazine of international art supervised

by the art critic and curator 

Salvatore Russo.  

The precious name plate
of the “International Prize

Leonardo Da Vinci -
The Universal Artist”.

The magazine, published 
by EA Editore, will be 
distributed 
all over the world.

Cover of the book  

“A mistery called Gioconda”, 

an editorial 

success by 

Francesco Saverio Russo


